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The 2022 Memorial Float launch on an amazing fall day. PC: B. Pfeiffer
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If you listen to or watch any Montana media, you know it’s election season and that this November your ballot will include candidates for the 2023 Montana Legislature. As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit, Montana Trout Unlimited won’t tell you what or who to vote for. But we do encourage you to vote, and to vote with wild and native trout in mind.

As you evaluate your ballots this fall, ask trout-related questions, just like you do when you stare at your flyboxes and try to pick out the bug most likely to tempt the big fish that day. Ask candidates how they will prioritize healthy and responsible budgets for the state agencies that manage our rivers, water access, wild and native fish, water quantity and water quality. These agencies – FWP, DNRC and DEQ – need proper funding to take care of these resources, especially FWP fisheries management and enforcement. Quiz them about their support for laws that protect clean water and encourage better instream flows.

Reducing water pollution and increasing stream flows are two of the best ways Montana’s laws can maintain or build resiliency in cold, clean water resources. These are Montana’s most valuable resources. A recent multi-agency study just showed that trout fishing in Montana is the state’s largest outdoor recreation driver of the economy and that it hinges on keeping trout waters cold, clean and flowing well, especially in the face of climate change.

As always, MTU will work at the 2023 Legislature full-time. Who shows up in Helena and what their priorities are when it comes to trout waters makes all the difference. Right now, it is your turn to make those decisions by voting! So, thanks in advance for asking hard questions of your candidates for office. It might not be as fun as thinking about whether it’s a big foamy hopper day or a day to go subsurface, but whether or not there are robust, healthy trout to eat those bugs directly depends on who we send to Helena in January.

Better Days Fishing Montana’s Waters Happen With onWater Because Of

A portion of every onWater MTU subscription is donated to help conserve, protect, and restore Montana fisheries.

onwaterapp.com/subscribe/mtu
Sometimes it’s hard to connect policy to fish in the water. The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes (CSKT) Water Compact makes that connection pretty easy these days. MTU members are well acquainted with the CSKT Compact. Over the years, MTU has asked you to take action by contacting your legislators or members of Congress to support the federal passage of the Montana Water Use Protection Act, making federal ratification of the Compact a reality. While there are still legal steps ahead for the Compact to be finalized, the fisheries benefits made possible because of the combined Compact and settlement agreement are well underway. CSKT are already investing in coldwater fishery resources in Montana.

One of the many reasons MTU supported ratification of the Compact was because of the real investment of more than $50 million it meant for water management and fisheries restoration on and off the reservation. That is in addition to the time immemorial instream flow water rights guaranteed by the Compact. These elements of the Compact mean real benefits for populations of native fish like Westslope cutthroat and bull trout in western Montana.

Current projects in the Jocko watershed made possible by the Compact are already improving irrigation and water management, which will benefit water users and native fish. In the middle Jocko the Tribes are constructing a significant upgrade to the Jocko K Headworks, which will improve selective fish passage for native species and provide improved data for future management decisions. In addition, a new design for a diversion structure on the North Fork of the Jocko will increase the efficiency of moving water across the divide, provide increased structural integrity to aging infrastructure, and improve fish passage that has been precluded for one hundred years in the headwaters section of the North Fork.

Furthermore, across the Flathead Indian Irrigation Project (FIIP) there are innovative planning and modelling efforts underway to better understand the relationship between ground and surface water. These efforts will use rigorous data to inform future water management decisions and infrastructure investments in the FIIP. From a fishery standpoint, it will allow water managers to better balance irrigation demands with dedicated instream flows in places like the Jocko and Charlo areas. More water will be available for trout at critical times of year, such as during spawning or drought conditions. These are just a few examples of where targeted investments and innovative planning will deliver lasting benefit to fisheries conservation.

There are many more efforts underway by the Tribes made possible by the settlement. MTU and the Tribes look forward to continuing to support and partner with each other on these exciting efforts that are making a difference for wild and native trout in western Montana. For more information about the legal and legislative next steps for the Compact contact Clayton (clayton@montanatu.org).

Seth Makepeace is a hydrologist with the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes.
EPA grant gives hope for cleaning up the middle Clark Fork by David Brooks

Two years ago, Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) expanded its recommendation that people not eat any fish from the much of the Clark Fork River, including wild trout. The news was startling, including for catch-and-release trout anglers. Even if you don’t keep and eat fish, you want them to be healthy rather than full of toxic substances, which was the reason for the alarming Clark Fork fish consumption advisory. FWP’s revised warning was based on 2019 data showing that PCBs, dioxins and other known human carcinogens are present in high enough levels in all fish sampled to warrant a more aggressive public deterrent.

How widespread are these toxins in Clark Fork River fish, how high are the levels, and where are the toxins coming from? MTU now aims to help answer those questions as a key step toward figuring out future cleanup in the watershed and, ultimately, restoration of a healthier fishery, where some anglers rely on the fish they catch for food. We teamed up with FWP, Montana Natural Resource Damage Program, Department of Environmental Quality, Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, Missoula City-County Health Department, the area TU chapters and the Clark Fork Coalition to design a basin-wide fish tissue and water quality study.

To help fund this research, MTU applied for and was recently approved for an Environmental Protection Agency grant. We will give matching funds, and staff and volunteer time to augment the more than $200k award from the EPA’s Columbia River Basin Restoration Program, which got a big boost in funding from the recent Bipartisan Infrastructure Law.

This funding will allow us to sample fish and install water quality monitors at roughly 20 sites throughout the Clark Fork and its main tributaries, namely Flint/Rock Creeks, the Blackfoot River and the Bitterroot River. At each site we will target mostly rainbow trout for lab analysis of dioxins, furans and PCBs, all organic compounds, which means they are complex, carbon-based compounds, not that they are sold in health food stores. These compounds are the byproducts of many industrial processes, including paper and pulp mills like the one that operated for decades at the Smurfit site on the Clark Fork below Missoula. They persist in the environment for generations and move up the food chain. In many species, including people, they are strongly linked to damage to the immune system, reproductive system and liver, cause birth defects, and may increase the risk of cancer. We will also be setting out passive water samplers at our study sites to detect the concentration of these dangerous compounds in the water.

Providing people who eat the fish they harvest, whether for subsistence or ceremonial purposes, with accurate information about the levels of pollutants in those fish can literally save lives. Gathering and analyzing this data will also allow us to collectively begin identifying sources of the contaminants and prioritizing future cleanup efforts. This is a great investment in the future health of western Montana trout, the Clark Fork River ecosystem and the people who live or recreate within it. As we move forward with this project in 2023, we will be calling on volunteers to help with on-water monitoring, educating the public on our findings, and encouraging the relevant agencies to act on necessary cleanup. We look forward to working with you and our partners on this latest project in our suite of work to promote water quality for fish and people across Montana.
“I am a lucky man,” are the first words Jim Willett (no relation, though I sure wish there was!) uttered to me when we visited on the phone. Montana Trout Unlimited is the lucky one – for having a friend like Jim. More than 20 times since 2016, he has sent in a check, along with a note penned in his hand and instructions like, “use this for coffee, donuts, etc.,” or “wish I had more,” or “appreciation beyond words.” The best ones have a clever comic strip enclosed, too. The last several Trout Line newsletters have featured philanthropists who have made an enormous impact in coldwater conservation. Jim Willett is proof positive that gifts of all sizes are equally important to sustaining MTU’s work. A Vietnam Veteran, who said, “fishing was the best therapy,” for me, Jim does not feel it is an exaggeration to say that the healing he found on the water saved his life. Now he pays it forward, several times a year, with modest checks that go to work saving the places he fished. In our short conversation he recalled getting a line wet in more trout water in Montana than most will see in a lifetime. His passion for ensuring these places persist and even thrive for the next generation comes through with every letter we receive from him and inspires us to work even harder.

As you think about your year-end philanthropy, please know that all kinds of gifts to MTU are what add up to make our work possible. Regardless of size, your gift matters. On a 100+ degree day when the fish were struggling, a note from Jim arrived and reminded me that if each one of us does what we can, then the sacred places that heal all of us have a fighting chance. Thank you, Jim!

Planning your Montana Fishing trip? Consider Conservation-Minded Shops, Guides and Outfitters by Kelley Willett

Two separate events this year were led by the fishing industry community in Montana. First, thanks to many hours from outfitter-guides, Tim Linehan and Brian Neilsen – the Tip of the Hat event raised nearly $8,000. A generous match from the Fishing Outfitters Association of Montana topped off a day when hardworking guides handed over their tips for conservation. See the side bar for a full list of these amazing folks.

Also, this year the generous owners at Blackfoot River Outfitters (John Herzer and Terri Rauagland) along with Matthew and Laura Churchman tirelessly organized another successful Memorial Float to benefit MTU. Their decision years ago to honor loved ones by bringing people together for a day of healing and fun on the river has generated big money for conservation and new friendships, too. Orange Street Food Farm donated lunches, Tommy Boyle donated shuttles and guides gave their time. One of the sweetest gestures of the day was that several of those guides passed those tips right along to MTU.

As you plan your Montana fishing, please consider patronizing these conservation-minded businesses and individuals. Find them online or contact MTU and we’ll provide contact information.
The warm September sun offered a comforting juxtaposition to the crisp, cool air as I ascended out of the Middle Fork Judith River (MFJ) corridor up Arch Coulee. MTU and our partners from the Helena-Lewis and Clark National Forest (HLC) were just completing phase 4 of our MFJ Riparian Road Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Project. I stopped to enjoy the second and grander rock arch in the coulee, discovered last year while working on phase 3. The rock seemed to capture and focus sunlight on the forest floor at my feet. A sense of accomplishment and gratitude for the opportunity to restore this beautiful fishery washed over me.

The MFJ rises on the Little Belt mountains’ east side to Lewistown’s west. A historic jeep trail, J825, bisects the MFJ Wilderness Study Area and cuts through the riparian vegetation and stream at 27 fords with over 90 discrete entrances to those fords. Decades of sedimentation from the jeep trail have suppressed the aquatic invertebrates and wild fish population. Fish population surveys suggest the fish population is just ten percent of what should be expected. Our work here aims to restore the MFJ as a healthy trout fishery.

Phases 1-3 were completed in 2020-21 to provide access for the heavy equipment necessary to restore the stream banks and reestablish more natural stream function. After more than two years of planning, data collection, partner coordination, fundraising, and permitting, phase 4 was completed in eight days. We built nearly a mile of new jeep trail and reclaimed portions of the deteriorating course that was contributing sediment to the river. Other portions of the trail were enhanced to be sustainable and drain into the forest without harming the stream or habitat. Sixteen discrete vehicle accesses to the stream that damaged habitat and loaded the water with sediment were rehabilitated with a combination of large woody debris, willow and dogwood clumps, sod mats, and rock to match the up and downstream bank line. Given an opportunity to heal, these areas will appear completely natural and benefit, rather than degrade the stream.

We are poised to finish this project with the completion of phase 5 in 2023. Phase 5 encompasses the most degraded reach of the river. There are over 50 entrances contributing sediment to the river at the 17 fords in just 1.5-miles of the jeep trail. MTU expects the HLC to formally close this portion of the jeep trail in the spring. The new route in Arch Coulee offers safer, more sustainable access to the watershed. We have a comprehensive plan to rehabilitate one thousand feet of raw stream bank at the entrances and reclaim the degraded jeep trail with many of the same techniques we applied in phase 4. We were awarded a Montana Department of Environmental Quality 319 Clean Water Act grant and an FWP Future Fisheries grant to fund phase 5, along with numerous contributions from our partner organizations.

One day in the not-so-distant future the emerald pools of the Middle Fork Judith will offer incredible fishing to match the impressive limestone canyon with abundant wildlife through which it flows.
Big Blackfoot Chapter

BBCTU completed several projects this summer and fall that will continue to improve trout habitat in the Blackfoot valley. Our work included replacing an undersized culvert with a bridge on Trail Creek, partnering with a private land owner to improve native fish passage in a spawning tributary. We also completed a bank stabilization project on the Clearwater river, and helped install new stock tanks and cross fences on grazing lands adjacent to the Blackfoot. Two fish screens were installed, one on a irrigation pump in the Monture Creek area and another on Johnson Creek, that will benefit spawning westslope cutthroat and bull trout. Finally, we began work on Nevada Creek Phase 5, a legacy restoration project that will restore a mile of stream and riparian habitat and prevent 400 tons of sediment from entering the Blackfoot. Funding partners on this project include a private land owner, MT Department of Environmental Quality, US Forest Service, TU, and MT Fish Wildlife and Parks.

George Grant Chapter

The GGTU board had a busy summer. We added 2 new members and a long time member, Jim Gleason, retired from the board. GGTU thanks Jim for his dedication over the past 25+ years. Jim was a key fundraiser for our annual banquet and could always be relied upon to follow the GGTU Mission: To conserve, protect, and restore cold water fisheries and their watersheds in Southwest Montana. The board approved funding for a Flint Creek Restoration Project as well as a lower Ruby River Restoration Project near Duncan Bridge. Board members also met multiple times with FWP to discuss the Statewide Fisheries Management Plan and the proposed 2023-24 Fishing Regulations. We provided comments supporting the regulations for lakes and streams in Southwest Montana with a few small proposed changes. The board has been active developing a project for the restoration of Lower Fifer Gulch in Anaconda and will be releasing a request for proposals for survey, feasibility study, and conceptual design in the near future.

Missouri River Fish Flyers Chapter

MRF had a great time participating in FWP’s “Kids Fishing Day” on June 4 after a 2-year hiatus! MRF volunteers helped with instruction at Wads worth Pond in Great Falls and the kids enjoyed it, too. On June 10, MRF sponsored a Great Falls Voyagers baseball game. It was a great new way to connect with more people from the community who might not know about our work in local watersheds and we hope to do it again in the future.

Westslope Trout Unlimited

In May WSCTU held a successful on-line auction instead of an annual banquet because of concern over Covid. The auction was followed by a “Thank You” fest barbecue held outdoors at the Old Fort Missoula parade grounds. Over the Summer Volunteers from the Chapter planted willows and trees for a stream restoration project in the Valley of the Moon area of Rock Creek. The chapter also participated in installing beaver dam analogs on a spring fed headwater stream outside of Drummond headed up by TU’s Tess Scanlon. FWP and volunteers from Backcountry Hunters and Anglers also participated. With temperatures hitting 100 degrees not many beavers were spotted… but the dams got built. Regular in person chapter meetings will resume in November. Check our website for a full schedule.
UPCOMING EVENTS

12/2/22 MTU State Council Meeting
Missoula, MT

12/10/22 MRFF Holiday Party
Great Falls, MT

2/12/23 PBTU Ice Bowl
Helena, MT

2/18/23 MRFF River Fest
Great Falls, MT

2/25/23 WSCTU Annual Banquet
Missoula, MT

2/25/23 MGTU Annual Banquet
Bozeman, MT

3/3/23 GGTU Annual Banquet
Butte, MT

WANT 5,000 MONTANA TU MEMBERS TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR EVENT?
Please contact the Missoula office at 406-543-0054 or info@montanatu.org to get the word out through Montana TU.